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that Russia was energetically supporting the Serbian claim
to Northern Albania and ports on the Adriatic. Reports
came from St. Petersburg that the Pan-Slav and militarist
party of the Grand Dukes was using pressure upon the
peace-loving Tsar to resort to war, if necessary, on Serbia's
behalf.156
To Austria and Italy, as well as to the Albanians them-
selves, the extraordinary and unexpected victories of the
Serbians were most unwelcome. Though the Albanians,
numbering less than two million, were still in a relatively
primitive state of civilization, and divided into hostile
quarreling groups of varying religious affiliations-
Roman Catholic, Greek Orthodox, and Mohammedan—they
scouted the idea of coming under the rule of the Serbians,
They had no mind to exchange the Turkish for a Serbian
yoke.157 Though Albania could not look back to a great
historic past, like Greece under Pericles, or like Serbia and
Bulgaria in the later Middle Ages, the more intelligent
Albanian chieftains now desired an independent, or at
least an autonomous, Albanian State. When the Serbian
and Greek armies overran their territory and threatened
their independence, Ismael Kemal saved the situation by
hastily calling an assembly of representative chieftains from
all parts of Albania. On November 28, 1912, the national
flag, the black double-headed eagle of Scanderbeg on a
blood-red ground, was hoisted over Valona, and Albania's
independence and neutrality was proclaimed. This was
done with the approval of Austria and Italy.
Both Austria and Italy urged the establishment of an
Albanian State, though under different forms and for differ-
ent reasons. Allies, yet rivals, both were in favor of creat-
ing Albania as a means of excluding Serbia from the Adri-
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